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Abstract

The Cell processor introduced by IBM, Sony and Toshiba in late 2006 in the PlayStation 3 is

well-known to be built for speed. Yet, poorly designed software for this architecture is likely to

have a signi�cant impact on the utilization of the Element Interconnect Bus.

In this project, the goal was to �nd out how many SPEs can be used at the same time to access

the main memory using their DMA Unit without causing a too large loss of performance.

To get this limit number, di�erent benchmarks were performed from the PPE. This process

revealed that there was no overhead generated by the concurrent use of several SPEs. The

actual bottleneck is the fact that the bus to the Memory Interface Controller has the same

bandwidth as every unit connected to the EIB.

Moreover, interesting results were found and will be explained regarding how to use multi-

bu�ering to boost the communication performance of a Cell application.
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1 Introduction to the Cell architec-

ture

The Cell Broadband Engine (CBE) is a micro-
processor designed in collaboration by IBM,
Sony and Toshiba since 2000. It is intended
to be faster than other architectures by remov-
ing the slowest parts of the design.
This document will now focus on the particu-
lar case of the PlayStation 3, which includes
a CBE running at 3.2GHz.
The main elements of the processor are:

• The Power Processing Element (PPE)

• The 6 (usable) Synergistic Processing
Elements (SPEs)

• The Element Interconnect Bus (EIB)

• The I/O Controller (XIO)

• The Memory Interface Controller (MIC)

They are represented in �gure 1.

Figure 1.1: Cell Broadband Engine
Architecture

Power and Synergistic Processing Ele-

ments The PPE consists of a 64-bit in-order
PowerPC processor connected to a 512KB L2

cache. It is dual-threaded and is able to run
multiple operating systems including Linux.
It acts as a coordinator for the SPEs.
The latter are independent vector processors.
Each of them has a 128x128 bit register �le
and 256KB of private memory instead of a
cache. It is called the Local Store (LS). Like
the PPE, they are dual-issue in-order proces-
sors and have no branch predition logic. As
shown in �gure 2, an SPE has two pipelines
and is able to issue one SIMD computation
operation and one memory access operation
per cycle.
The Memory Flow Controller (MFC) con-
nects the SPU to the Element Interconnect
Bus (EIB) and manages the DMA operations
between the main storage and the LS. These
operations must be performed explicitly by
the programmer as well as the parallelization
of the code.

Figure 1.2: SPE Architecture

The Element Interconnect Bus Each el-
ement is connected to the EIB, which is a cir-
cular bus running at half clock speed (1.6GHz)
with four 128 bit wide rings. Two of them go
clockwise and the others counterclockwise. It
means that the data can �ow in only one di-
rection on a given ring. Every element can
push 16B/cycle onto the bus, which means a
bandwidth of 25.6GB/s. The bus can han-
dle 204.8GB/s. Multiple transactions can be
performed at the same time (max 3 per ring)
if they don't overlap. It is also possible that
they can block each other if the chosen ele-
ments use an entire ring (depending on which
of them are involved). Moreover, the further
an element is from another, the more expen-
sive a transaction will be. However, a transac-
tion cannot go more than half way around the
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EIB in a given direction. For this reason, the
PPE is adjacent to the MIC. In fact each ring
is able to issue a new operation every three
cycles.

Memory Interface Controller and mem-

ory system The Memory Interface Con-
troller connects an external two channel Ram-
bus XDR memory to the EIB. It contains four
16 bit wide DRAM chips that form a 256MB
memory. It has a bandwidth of 25.6GB/s (4
* 16bits * 3.2Gbps / 8) just like the other el-
ements. The memory is not cached, the PPE
only has its own cache hierarchy. A Resource
Allocation Manager is attached to the mem-
ory and I/O system of the Cell processor. The
latter moderates the usage of resources by giv-
ing tokens to prevent individual elements from
becoming overwhelmed. Figure 3 below shows
a representation of the XDR memory system
(the unidirectional address and command bus
is not shown).

Figure 1.3: The two channel XDR Memory
System

The main parts involved in this project are the
SPEs DMA Units and the Memory Interface
Controller.

2 Motivation and related work

As mentioned above, the aim of this work is
to investigate the bottleneck located at the
entry of the MIC. Indeed, every SPE has
an ingoing/outgoing bandwidth of 25.6GB/s.

This implies that, when using them all at the
same moment, we are limited to what the
MIC can handle. The Cell memory subsys-
tem has 16 banks, each a cacheline wide (128
bytes). Addresses 2KB apart access the same
bank (address 0 is in bank 0, adress 128 in
bank 1 and so on). An individual bank can
only run at 3.2GB/s, thus only 8 banks are
required (4 on each channel) to get the full
bandwidth. System memory throughput is
maximized if sequential accesses that read or
write equal amounts of data to all memory
banks are made using 128 bytes of data natu-
rally aligned in a 128-byte block.
Thus, when writing a program for the CBEA,
the programmer must ensure that he uses the
resources in an optimal way to get the maxi-
mal bandwidth.

Furthermore, it is interesting to vary di�er-
ent parameters like the number of SPEs, the
number of requests, the directions (r/w) for a
sequential access and see which actual band-
width we get.
With one SPE, we should be able to get the
25.6GB/s when reading or writing. However,
in practice, it depends on the way the data is
distributed in memory and on the number of
requests in �ight simultaneously. In e�ect, the
DMA transfers could be made more e�cient
by using multi-bu�ering to avoid wasting time
during the transmission of the bu�er on the
bus. To achieve this, we need to send at least
2 requests. Moreover, we have to take into
account that the Resource Allocation Man-
ager gives tokens every now and then to the
SPEs. It means that a single SPE could be
waiting to access the memory while nothing
else is actually happening on the EIB.

Several papers ([1], [2]) already address the
topic to make sure the Cell �ts the authors'
needs in terms of communication speed be-
tween elements. Still, none of them consider
using multi-bu�ering. We will see in section
4, page 6 that this is the way to speed up
medium-sized DMA transfers.
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3 The benchmarks
3.1 Methodology

Several benchmarks have been performed on
a PlayStation 3 in the context of this work.
They are of two kinds: reading from the main
memory to the Local Store of the SPEs and
writing from the Local Store of the SPEs to
the main memory. We will see later that the
results will be di�erent for these two cases.
The idea was to measure the bandwidth as
a function of the number of SPEs used con-
currently and the size of the DMA transfer
in the benchmark. One can vary the latter
from 16 bytes to 16KB which is the maximum
size for a message the DMA unit can handle
in one go. Another variable is the use or not
of several bu�ers to achieve a multi-bu�ering
communication style. We will see in section
4, page 6 that this way to program is likely to
reduce the latency of the communication part
of highly-coupled Cell software.

Calculation of time and bandwidth To
be able to measure the elapsed time, each SPU
has a special 32bit register, called a decre-
menter. It ticks at the same rate as the time-
base frequency. On the PlayStation 3, the
latter is 79.8MHz. Thus to get the ticks an
operation took to execute on an SPU, it is
su�cient to write 0xFFFFFFFF (maximum un-
signed 32bit value) to the decrementer and
read back a value T from the register when
it completed. To actually get the time in mi-
croseconds the operation took, simply make
this calculation :

l =
0xFFFFFFFF− T

timebase ∗ 1E−6

From this, getting the bandwidth [GB/s] is
also easy :

b =
number of SPEs ∗DMA message size

l ∗ 1E3

This implies that the results of the bench-
marks can be displayed in several units: ticks,
microseconds and bandwidth (GB/s).

PPU side On the PPU side, the �algo-
rithm� mostly consists of calulating the ad-
dresses of the bu�ers to be read or written

from respectively to main memory by the
SPEs, send the SPEs their parameters and
synchronize the benchmark operation.

Algorithm 1 PPU program

1: Notations:

S = 128KB
E = S/4 bytes
addressi = the adress sent to SPE #i

2: if it is a read benchmark then
3: allocate a bu�er of size S, cacheline-

aligned
4: addressi = &bu�er
5: else if it is a write benchmark then
6: allocate a bu�er of size N ∗S, cacheline-

aligned
7: addressi = &bu�er +i ∗ S
8: end if

9: send the parameters (i.e. addressi and
other useful arguments) to the N SPEs

10: wait for all N SPEs to be ready to begin
their computation

11: send the start signal to the SPEs

12: wait for SPEs to end their computations

13: get the results from the SPEs

14: print the results

where S equals the size of the bu�er to be
copied in the main memory from the PPU, E
its number of integer entries and N the num-
ber of SPEs involved in the benchmark.
The bu�er needs to share the 256kB of Local
Store memory with the program code. Using
half the memory for bu�ering allows them to
coexist in the Local Store.

Read benchmark on the SPU side On
the SPU side, the aim is to perform the bench-
mark with the parameters provided by the
PPU, using (or not) a multi-bu�ering scheme
in order to hide the DMA unit setup time.
The bu�er allocated in the main memory by
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the PPU will be completely read only if the
size of the message is 16KB. In e�ect, we saw
in the last paragraph that the bu�er allocated
in the Local Store has a maximum size of
128KB, thus it can be divided into 8 parts of
16KB. We will �ll a portion of these bu�ers ac-
cording to the size of the DMA transfer asked
by the user.

Algorithm 2 SPU program for read opera-
tion
1: Notations:

S = 128KB
R = the number of bu�ers to use (multi-
bu�ering)

2: allocate a bu�er of size S, cacheline-
aligned (in the LS)

3: get parameters from the PPU

4: tell the PPU that this SPE is ready to
begin the benchmark and wait for the
start signal

5: start the counter

6: for i = 0 to R do

7: read the data from system memory to
the LS bu�er using DMA

8: (the size of the DMA transfer is speci-
�ed in the parameters received from the
PPU)

9: end for

10: for i = 0 to R do

11: wait for bu�er i to be processed
12: read the data from system memory to

the LS bu�er using DMA
13: end for

14: wait for the R last bu�ers to be processed

15: stop the counter

16: send the result to the PPU

Write benchmark on the SPU side For
a write benchmark, the program is similar.

Algorithm 3 SPU program for write opera-
tion
1: Notations:

S = 128KB
R = the number of bu�ers to use (multi-
bu�ering)

2: allocate a bu�er of size S, cacheline-
aligned (in the LS)

3: get parameters from the PPU

4: tell the PPU that this SPE is ready to
begin the benchmark and wait for the
start signal

5: start the counter

6: for i = 0 to R do

7: write the data to system memory from
the LS bu�er using DMA

8: (the size of the DMA transfer is speci-
�ed in the parameters received from the
PPU)

9: end for

10: for i = 0 to R do

11: wait for bu�er i to be processed
12: write the data to system memory from

the LS bu�er using DMA
13: end for

14: wait for the R last bu�ers to be processed

15: stop the counter

16: send the result to the PPU
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3.2 Implementation

The benchmark will be consistent if its start is
synchronized for all SPEs. The coordination
(line 4 of algorithms 2 and 3, line 10 and 11
of algorithm 1) is achieved by using the SPEs
mailboxes. They are input and output regis-
ters in which we can store 32bit integers. A
message can be sent by an SPE and received
by the PPE in 150ns [3].
Each SPE can access three mailboxes. Two
one-entry write-blocking outbound mailboxes
(one of them generates an interrupt to the
PPE when the SPE writes to it) are pro-
vided for sending messages from the SPE
to the PPE or other device and one four-
entry read-blocking inbound mailbox is pro-
vided for sending messages from the PPE,
or other SPEs or devices, to the SPE [11].
Mailboxes are well-suited for one to one com-
munication such as master-slave or producer-
consumer models.
Moreover, one has to ensure that the DMA
transfers take place concurrently. Thus, it is
important to perform the benchmark during
a somewhat long timing window (about 1 sec-
ond) to make sure the transfers overlap well
on the EIB.
The benchmark program was written using C
language intrinsics to issue DMA operations
(get and put), which most of the time pro-
duce inline assembly instructions to specify
commands to the Memory Flow Controller.

DMA calls and tags A typical DMA call
needs four arguments:

1. The address in the Local Store to place
the read data in case of a read DMA
transfer or from where to take the data
to write in the main memory in case of
a write DMA transfer

2. The main memory address where to read
or write the data

3. The number of bytes of the DMA mes-
sage

4. A tag to associate with the transfer

When DMA commands are sent to the SPU
command queue, each of them is tagged with

a 5-bit tag-group identi�er. The latter can be
used for multiple transfers so that a tag group
is created which contains all commands cur-
rently in the queue with the same command
tag. Another MFC command allows checking
the completion of all queued commands in a
particular tag group.
This technique is used at line 11 and 14 of al-
gorithms 2 and 3 to ensure that the current
bu�er is free.

4 Experimental results

A set of read and write DMA bencharks were
conducted with di�erent numbers of SPEs, re-
quests (for multi-bu�ering) and size of the
DMA transfers. One to six SPEs were used
concurrently, with one to eight bu�ers of size
varying from 16 bytes to 16KB.
The corresponding graphs are provided in Ap-
pendix A, page 7. Figure 1 shows that the El-
ement Interconnect Bus is optimized for big-
ger transfers (≥ 2KB). As explained in [10],
it is a design simpli�cation at the hardware
level. Moreover, a single SPEs doesn't get the
full bandwidth (about half) because the EIB
favours parallel accesses.
The same results also appear in write bench-
marks though there is a major di�erence. We
see in �gure 9 that we get twice the bandwidth
when using 1 and 2 SPEs concurrently com-
pared to the read benchmark under the same
conditions. This can be explained by the fact
SPUs consider write DMA operations to be
complete once all data have been sent to the
MFC [3]. Hence DMA latency doesn't include
transferring data all the way to main memory.

Multi-bu�ering In order to hide DMA
setup time and thus reduce the latency while
performing medium-sized transfers, it is e�-
cient to use several bu�ers.
For instance, in �gure 6, four bu�ers were
used. This produces several good e�ects.
First, for one SPE the bandwidth increased
by a factor of 4 all the way up to 1KB mes-
sage size. The curve for 2 SPEs rose to the
same level as the other curves for more SPEs.
The maximal bandwidth of the bus is reached
with transfers of 512 bytes or 1KB depend-
ing on the number of SPEs. In the case of
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one SPE, we don't reach the maximal band-
width for the same reason as in the 1-bu�er
benchmark. Last but not least, we observe a
nice e�ect when the DMA setup time becomes
smaller than the transfer time. That is from
32 bytes to 1KB message size where the bus
is already saturated (compared to 2KB in the
1-bu�er benchmark). With 8 bu�ers and 6
SPEs (�gure 8), we reach the maximal band-
width with a 256 bytes message which is a real
improvement.
On the other �gures and in the write bench-
mark case, these e�ects are similar.

5 Future research

In addition to the benchmarks studied in this
project, another interesting scheme would be
to alternatingly perform read and write DMA
transfers from all SPEs at the same time.
In e�ect, we know that every element has
25.6GB/s of ingoing and 25.6GB/s of outgoing
bandwidth. In that case, we would measure
under which conditions the MIC bandwidth
would reach the maximum in each direction.
Another idea would be to simulate computa-
tions while performing DMA transfers (since it
is what we do in highly-coupled parallel appli-
cations) and see how the resulting bandwidth
would be in�uenced.

6 Discussion and conclusion

In this work, benchmarks have been per-
formed in order to measure the proportion of
the total bandwidth of the EIB we can get
when a message travels between the PPE and
the SPEs. It was shown that issuing concur-
rent read or write DMA transfers from SPEs
doesn't a�ect this proportion in a bad way.
That is, no overhead is generated when the
bus is saturated.
Furthermore, the use of several bu�ers has
proved itself an e�cient way of speeding up
transfers of intermediate size.

Boosting a DMA transfer In addition to
multi-bu�ering, the programmer must ensure

his application follows these rules in order to
maximize the bandwidth of DMA transfers :

• It is important when performing se-
quential accesses to read or write equal
amounts of data to all memory banks

• Both e�ective address and the local stor-
age address must be cacheline-aligned
for large transfers (128 bytes or larger)

• Avoiding TLB misses will reduce the
DMA setup time

• Minimizing small transfers is a good idea
since those of less than one cache line
consume the same bus bandwidth as full
cacheline transfers

• It is better to have SPEs initiate
the transfers since the SPU command
queues are twice bigger than the PPU
queue (8 entries as opposed to 16 entries
for each SPU). Additionally, the number
of cycles to issue a DMA transfer are
smaller for the SPEs and we have up to
eight times more SPEs than PPEs

• Ensure that the PPE doesn't pre-access
large data sets, so that most SPE-
initiated DMA transfers come from
main storage rather than from the PPE
L2 cache. In e�ect, the L2 cache has
low latency and moderate bandwidth
whereas main memory has high band-
width with moderate latency. Further-
more, the latter can be hidden by using
multi-bu�ering

Additional details about the way a DMA
transfer is processed can be found in [3] on
pages 8 to 10.

A Graphs

In the two next sections, you will �nd the
graphs extracted from the experiments. All
these graphs are represented using logarithmic
scale with base 2.
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A.1 DMA Read bandwidth benchmarks
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Figure A.1: One request DMA Read
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Figure A.2: Three requests DMA Read
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Read DMA transfer size, 5 requests
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Figure A.3: Five requests DMA Read
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Figure A.4: Seven requests DMA Read
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Read DMA transfer size, 2 requests
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Figure A.5: Two requests DMA Read
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Read DMA transfer size, 4 requests
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Figure A.6: Four requests DMA Read
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Read DMA transfer size, 6 requests
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Figure A.7: Six requests DMA Read
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Figure A.8: Eight requests DMA Read
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A.2 DMA Write bandwidth benchmarks
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Figure A.9: One request DMA Write
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Figure A.10: Three requests DMA Write
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Write DMA transfer size, 5 requests
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Figure A.11: Five requests DMA Write
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Figure A.12: Seven requests DMA Write
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Figure A.13: Two requests DMA Write
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Figure A.14: Four requests DMA Write
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Figure A.15: Six requests DMA Write
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Figure A.16: Eight requests DMA Write
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